





Desertion and Relief - Sublation with Jijimuge and the Meanings of Living in an Instant
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［6］ Jung,C.G., Structure and Dynamics of the Psyche. 
Collected works vol.8 Bollingen series 20, 

























　Matsuo Basho(1644-1694) and Mokujiki-Myoman(1718-1810) took active parts each in the middle and the 
latter of the Edo period. And both of them have created great cultural heritages. Despite they engaged in the 
different artistic fields, both of them are very famous as great artists in Japan. There were a lot of similarities 
between them, for example, both of them led vagabond lives, had no wives and lived supermundane lives. But 
there was a striking contrast to the world. That is, Basho composed a haiku [Saruwokikuhito sutegoni akinokaze 
ikani] and left an abundant baby in the conflict between the reality and the ideal. On the other hand, Mokujiki-
Myoman devoted his life not only to the pursuit his own faith but to help poor people, besides he sat up till late 
into the night with making wood sculptures. The critics may say that their difference in the attitude toward people 
should rise because of their professional difference. Beyond the professional difference, the author preferably 
considers and clarifies their differences in viewpoints of their personal histories, their degree in spiritual 
awakening and the artistic differences.
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